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potential match space increases.To overcome thelimitationsof
such a sensor system a useful
approach is tousemultiplesensors. Multiple sensors can beused in a complementary fashion
to extract more information from anenvironmentthan a single
sensor [16,12].Tactile sensing is a goodchoice fora complementary sensor to vision ina generalizedroboticsenvironment
for a number of reasons. Touch is able to directly measure the
properties of objects we desire: their position and surface orientation. It also can sense visually occluded areas of a scene, making it more usefulthan the other ranging devices mentioned.
Lastly, it is a low cost sensor that is required for tasks such as
grasping andmanipulation,making
it a necessarypartof
a
robotic system.

Abstract

Discoveringthe threedimensionalstructureof
an
object is important for a variety of robot tasks. Single
sensor systems such as machine vision systems cannot
reliably compute three dimensional structure in unconstrained environments.
Active,
exploratory
tactile
sensing can beusedto
complement passive stereo
vision data to derive
robust
surface and feature
descriptions of objects. The control for tactile sensing
is provided by thevision
system whichprovides
regions of interest that the tactile system can explore.
The descriptions of surfaces and features are accurate
and can beused in a later matchingphaseagainst a
model data base of objects to identify the object and
its position and orientation in space.

A system using passive stereo vision and active exploratory
tactile sensing to recognize common kitchen items such as mugs,
bowls,pitchers andplates hasbeenbuilt
and is described in
detail in [2]. A key component of this system are modules that
This paper
create surface and feature descriptionsofobjects.
describes the procedures used to generate the surface and feature
descriptions and reports resultsachievedwiththemethod
for a
number of real objects.

1. INTRODUCTION
Robotic systems arebeingbuilt to performcomplextasks
such as object recognition, grasping, manipulation and assembly.
A commonthread in all thesetasks is theabilitytounderstand
the three dimensional geometric and topological structure of the
objects involved. The first stepin discovering the underlying
threedimensional structure of an objectthrough sensing is to
compute depth and orientationateachpoint
on theobject,or
what has beentermed
by Marr [IO] as a“2%D”sketch.
Currently, there are several sensing systems that can derive depth
from a scene.Amongtheseare
laser rangefinders [17,9, I],
photometric stereo [7] andbinocular
stereo [3]. Determining
which sensorto use is chieflydetermined bythe taskdomain.
Laser imaging is potentially hazardous andhasdifficultywith
shinymetalreflectivesurfaces.
At present, it is a moreexpensive depth sensing technology than the other methods mentioned
above. Photometricstereo puts great demands on theillumination in the scene and on properlyunderstandingthereflectance
properties of the objects tobeviewed. In choosing a system to
sensedepthingeneral,
unconstrainedenvironments, binocular
stereo has the advantage of low cost and ability to perform over
a widerangeofilluminationsand
objectdomains. It is also a
well understood and simple ranging method, which motivates its
use in a generalized robotics environment where many
different
taskand object domains maybe in effect.However,used
as a
singleroboticssensing system, stereo has clear deficiencies. If
there is a lack of detail on the object, only sparse depth measurementsarepossible.
Iftoomuchdetail
is present,thematching
process betweenimageeventscan
easilybecomeconfused.
Detail also causes a marked degradationin performanceas the

The experimentalhardware
is showninfigure
1. The
objects to be recognized are rigidly placed
on the worktable and
imaged by a pair of CCD cameras. The tactile sensor is mounted
on a 6 degree of freedom PUMA manipulator that receives feedback from the tactile sensor allowing it to move across the surfaces of objects reporting contacts. The sections below describe
how the vision and touch are integrated into robust surface and

Figure 1. Experimental hardware.
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2. VISIONPROCESSING

and inefficient way of understanding three dimensional structure.
Touch needs to be guided to be useful, and the vision data can
provide this guidance to an active touch sensor.

Because we are using touch to supplement the vision data,
we are not concerned with trying to extract as much information
out of vision as possible. Rather than pushing vision processing
to its limits with the resulting inevitable error, we choose to use
only thatpart ofvision thatcan be shown tobereliable and
accurate. While this has the negative effect of producing sparse
depth and surface information from vision, this is offset by the
resulting high confidence and accuracy of the depth information
produced from vision.

Theexperimental tactile sensor used in this research was
developed at L.A.A.S in Toulouse, France. It consists of a rigid
plastic core covered with 133 conducting surfaces that is roughly
the size and shape of a human index linger. The geometry of the
sensor is an octagonal cylinder of length 228 mm. and radius 20
mm. On each of theeightsidesofthecylinderthere
are 16
equally spaced conducting surfaces. The tip of the sensor containsoneconductingsurface,
andthere arefourothersensors
located on alternate tapered sidesleading to the tip. Theconducting surfaces are covered by a conductive elastomeric foam.
The sensor is connectedto a A/D converter that outputs the readings on all sensors in an eight bit gray value and the entire array
of sensors may be read in a few milliseconds.

Depth is determined from stereo using a pair of CCD cameras which are aligned so that the epipolar lines lie on scan lines
of thecameras,reducingthesearchspacefor
matches. The
Mar-Hildreth edge operator [ 111 is applied on both images and
zero-crossingsoftheconvolvedimagesare
found. The zerocrossingsarethen
thresholdedandclosed
contour regions are
grown,yieldingchains
of connected contourpixels foreach
closed region. Thestereo matching is basedupontheseclosed
contour chains. Pixels in each image are matched if they satisfy
the following criteria:
1)

Theorganizationof
tactile sensingisonthreedistinct
hardware and software levels. The low level is a series of programs that condition and sample the data coming from the sensor. The intermediate level consists of programs that move the
roboticarm basedupon feedbackfrom the tactile sensor. The
highlevel is used to provide information about theregionsin
space that are to be explored with thesensor.Algorithms exist
to explore a region in space and determine if it is a surface, hole
or cavity. Once a region is identified, it can be further explored
by surface following algorithms thatreport contact points on surfaces and boundary contours of holes and cavities to a controlling host process. These contacts can be integrated with the 3-D
contours from vision to build robust surface and feature descrip
tiom.

The zero-crossings are on the same scanline.

2)Thezero-crossingmustbelong
grown region.

to a closedcontourof

3)

The zero-crossings musthaveanorientation
from horizontal.

4)

The zero-crossings must havethesame contrast sign.

5)

The zero-crossings have the same orientation (within 30”).

a

at least 20’

If these criteria are met,thenwe have a set of candidate
matchpixels.
Thesecandidatematches
are then furtherconstrained by performing a correlation centered around each match,
using a window size that is related to the size of the initial filter
used in finding the zero-crossings in each image. By establishing
high confidence levels (above 95%) for these correlations, only
The outputof this
those matchesthat are robustwillsurvive.
matching is a sparse set of three dimensional points located
on
the boundary contours of closed regions in the image (figure 2).
areas on theobject since they
Theseregionsrepresentsmooth
have no zero-crossingsin the interior. However, it cannotbe
determined from vision alone if these regions are surfaces, cavities or holes. The tactile sensor can explore eachregion to determine its actual structure, guidedby the sparse 3-D data computed
at the regions boundaries.

4. EXPLORINGREGIONS
The high level tactile processing will determine a region to
explore by touch. Once aregion is chosen to be explored,
the
intermediate level exploration program is invoked. This program
will establish if the region discovered by the vision algorithms is
programneeds
asinputan
a surface, hole or cavity.The
approach vector towards the region. The orientation ofthe sensor
is computed by calculating the least square plane PI,, with unit
normal Nkq from the matched 3Dstereo points thatformthe
Nlsq then becomesthe approach vector
contour oftheregion.
for the sensor. The arm control routines will orient’the arm
so
that the tactile sensor’s long axis is aligned with NI,,, pointing in
thedirection of the region’scentroid as determined from the
vision processing.
The arm is thenmoved along the sensor’s long axis until
contact with a surface or it moves beyond plane Plsq, implying
the presence of a hole or a cavity. If the sensor is able to travel
its full length beyond Plsq without contact, then a hole has been
found. If it travels beyondaspecifiedcavity
threshold TCay
before contact, then it isa cavity. If the region is a surface, a
surfacepatchdescription will be computed.If itis a hole or
cavity, a boundary curve will be traced.

3. TACTILESENSING
Tactile sensing is a relatively new and underutilized sensing
modality. Previous work in tactile sensing for recognitiontasks
has emphasised traditional
pattern
recognition
paradigms
on
arraysofsensordata,similarto
earlymachine vision work
[6,13,14,8]. Most sensing has been static in that the sensor is
larger than the object and a single “touch” is used for recognition. Very little has been done on dynamic sensing and integrating multiple “touch frames” into a single view of an object.
Touch is different from vision in that 1s an acme, exploratorysensingmodality.Active
touch sensingprovidespowerful
shape information but it extracts its price for this information in
demanding powerful control of the medium that makes it difficult
to use. Blind groping on a surface with a tactile sensor is a poor

5. BUILDINGSURFACEDESCRIPTIONS
At thelowestlevels of recognition are theactual sensor
primitives which can be pixels from visionor contact points from
touch. This data is too lacking in structure to be useful by itself
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infinite number of surfaces that can fit the boundary contour that
visionsupplies.Further,thetangentswhichareestimatedfrom
stereomatchpoints are inaccuratealongcontoursthatarehorizontal due to the lack of stereo match points. What is needed is
information in the interior of the region to supplement the boun3 describesthemethod
of building
daryinformation.Figure
A level 1 surface is formed by addinga
higherlevelsurfaces.
tactile trace across the single surface patch defined in level 0, and
a level 2 surface is formed by adding tactile traces to each of the
4 patchesdefinedbylevel
1 creatinganewsurfacewith
16
patches. This method is hierarchicalandgeneral,allowingsurfaces of arbitratyleveltobecomputed.The
only restriction is
that the new composite surface is globally computed.

andneeds to begroupedintolargertokens.Surfaces
are a
natural choice for this next level of recognition because they are
thecomponentsthatvisionsensors
see andtouchsensorsfeel.
They have the added attributes of being more stable descriptions
of compressingand
thanpointsandare
an effectivemeans
abstractingpointdata.
The particularformofbicubicsurface
this researchisaCoons’patch
[4]
patchthat is beingusedin
which has been used extensively in computer graphics and computer aided design. The patches are constructive in that they are
of three
built up fromknowndataandareinterpolantsofsets
dimensional data defined on a rectangular parametric mesh. This
gives them the advantage of axis independence, which
is importantinsynthesizingthesepatchesfromsensorydata.Being
interpolating patches, they are able
to be built from sparse data.
The most important property possessed by these patches
is their
ability to form composite surfaces with C2 (curvature continuous)
continuity. The objectdomain(mugs,bowls,pitchers,plates)
contains many curved surfaces which
are difficult or impossible
torepresentusingpolygonalnetworks
or quadricsurfaces. A
bicubic patch is the lowest order patch that can contain twisted
space curves on its boundaries.

To createalevel
1 surfacefromalevel
0 surface,new
A
knotsand tactile tracesacrossthesurfacemustbeadded.
level 0 surfacehasa 2 x 2 knotsetand 1 patch,andalevel
1
surface has a 3 x 3 knot set and 4 patches. The traces begin at
the point of surface contact Tound in the initial exploration of the
regionfoundfromvisionprocessing.
The sensorthentracesin
0 boundarycurves.
thedirection of themidpointsofthelevel
Thetracespreservetheequalparametrizationonthesurfaceby
using the knot points at the boundary curve ends to calculate the
movementdirection on thesurface.Thepointsreportedduring
thesetracesarecombinedintocubicleastsquarepolynomial
curves that are differentiated and scaled to calculate the tangential
informationneededattheboundaries.
The boundarycurves
tangentscomputedfromvisiondataareupdatedtoincludethe
new tactile information, which fills in areas that lack horizontal
detail from the stereo process.

These patches define composite surfaces that can be made
up of one or manycurvaturecontinuouspatches.Level
0 surfaces are surfaces comprised of a single surface patch. They are
defined on 2 x 2 rectangular knot set (figure 3). The information
needed to buildalevel
0 surface is the 4 knotpoints,the
tangents in each of the parametric directions and the twist vectors
at these knots. There are two considerations in choosing the knot
points. The points should be chosen
at points of high curvature
on me boundary curve and the knots need to be spaced Unif9Rdy
in each of the parametric directions. The algorithm
for choosing
on acontour is a modifiqstionof an
pointsofhighcurvature
algorithmoriginallyproposed
by JohnstonandRosenfeld
[151.
Thisalgorithmanalyzestheboundarycontour’scurvatureat
different scales,choosinglocalmaxinlaalongthecontour.
The
knot points are then chosen by maximum curvature and distance
along the boundary contour in order to preserve equal parametric
length for opposite boundary curves.
The tangentvectors in each of theparametricdirections
must also becalculated. The contouroftheregioncontainsa
seriesofthreedimensionaldatapointsobtainedfromstereo
matching that define four boundary curves on the surface. These
curvesareapproximated
by aleastsquarecubicpolynomial
parametrized by arc length which is then differentiated and scaled
to yield tangent vector values for the knots.
The twistvectorsaremore
difficult toestimate. If the
parametric directions on the surface are along the lines of curvature of the surface, then there
is no twist in the surface and the
twist vectors are zero. In practice, if care is taken, these vectors
on thesurface.
This
canbe
set tozerowithminoreffects
assumes that the parametrization of the surface has been chosen
wisely, with comer knot points chosen a t places of high curvature or discontinuity along the boundary and spaced uniformly in
both parametric directions.

Figure 4 showsthelevelonesurfacethatresultsfrom
active tactile sensing of the front region of the pitcher in figure 2.
Figure 5 shows the same for a cereal bowl and figure 6 is for a
coffeemug.
The surfacesareaccurateandbuiltfromsparse
amounts of data. It is important to note that the vision processes
are supplying the justification for building smooth curvature continuous surfaces from a region. If the region were not a smooth
surface,thenzero-crossingswouldhaveappearedinsidethe
region,precludingtheassumptionofsmoothness.
The lack of
zero-crossings, or the “no news is goodnews”criteriaestablishedbyCrimson [ 5 ] supports this methodand in factisthe
reason it succeeds in interpolating the surfaces well.
These descriptions of surfaces are accurate and preserve the
smooth character of the surfaces. Because of this and their analytic nature, stable and accurate symbolic descriptions based upon
thesurfacesGaussiancurvaturecanbecomputed,classifying
these surfaces as planar, cylindrical or curved.
7. BUILDINGFEATUREDESCRIPTIONS

If the region exploring algorithm determines that the region
is ahole or cavity,adifferent tactile tracingroutine is usedto
determinetheboundarycurveofthefeature.Thealgorithm
begins by moving the sensor just beyond the least square plane
PIS, ofaregion’scontourpoints,alignedwith
NI,. It then
to N,, until it
proceeds to moveinadirectionperpendicular
contactsasurface.Oncethesurface
is contacted,thesensor
moves along the bounding surface staying perpendicular to
N,,,
recording the contact points until it reaches the starting point of
the trace.

6. BUILDING HIGHER LEVEL SURFACES
A level 0 surface is built from vision data only and is not
an accuratedescriptionoftheunderlyingsurface.Thereare
an
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This can be a noisyprocedureasmanyofthe
tactile
sensor’s contacts become activated in a small tight area such as
the hole in the handle of a coffee mug. The spatial resolution of
the sensor contacts also contributes to this phenomena. The data
is not continuous, but is a set of ordered contact points that need
LO be smoothed and‘this is done by approximating the series of
linked contour points with a periodic spline curve which matches
derivatives at the endpoints. Figure 7 shows the smoothed boundary curve created from sensing the hole in the coffee mug. This
boundary can then be used to compute cross sectional area and
moments for matching against amodel data base of objects.

5.

6.

7.
1

8. SUMMARY
Discovering the three dimensional structure of an objects is
important for variety of robot tasks.
Single sensor systems such
as machine vision systems cannot reliably compute three dimensionalstructurein unconstrainedenvironments.Active,exploratory tactile sensing can be used to complement the passive stereo
visiondata to deriverobustsurface and feature descriptions of
objects. The control for tactile sensing is provided by the vision
system which provides regions of interest that the tactile system
can explore. The descriptions of surfaces and features are accurateand havebeen used ina later matchingphase againsta
model data base of objects to identify the object and its position
and orientation in space.
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Figure 2. Pitcher and stereo match points.
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Figure 3. Level 0, level 1 and level 2 computed surfaces.

Figure 4. Computed level 1 surface for the pitcher.

Figure 6. Coffee mug and computed level 1 surface.

Figure 7. Traced boundary contour of the coffee mug handle hole.
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